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Introducing the new extended range 
of FibaPrint digital papers - the only 
comprehensive range in the world!

THE ‘RE- BIRTH’ OF THE 
DARKROOM - THE NEW
FIBAPRINT TM  RANGE

Read highlights of the review of what 
Danny Chau calls the ‘revolution in 
modern day photography’.

DANNY CHAU SPEAKS TO 
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER 
MAGAZINE
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Innovation News

We bring you a straight talking report 
into how these papers are made and 
the benefits of a digital modern day 
‘barite’ alternative.

BREAKING THE MYTH - 
WHAT IS A DIGITAL FIBRE 
PAPER

www.innovaart.com

Innova Digital Art has won the 
coveted TIPA award for the 
revolutionary FibaPrintTM White Gloss 
paper, to be awarded at Photokina

WINNER OF THE TIPA 
AWARD 2006

The Digital Art People - Seeing Digital Differently



THE DIGITAL ALTERNATIVE - FibaPrintTM range
The Re-Birth of the Darkroom 

21st Century thinking. 21st Century 
Solutions - Amateur Photographer 
magazine spoke to Danny Chau and 
discovered that a digital alternative to 
traditional fibre-print papers marks a 
quantum leap in modern photography

Digital printing technology has changed photography 
forever, argues renowned black and white darkroom guru 
and photographer Danny Chau in a recent interview with 
Amateur Photographer magazine. The latest innovations 
mark a decisive departure with the past. As importantly, 
they produce images that easily match - and even exceed 
- the quality of the traditional alternatives. 

A revolution is underway, says Chau. ‘For a long time I 
have been warning photographers that digital photography 
is taking over and that they should change. It’s not just 
that digital cameras give more flexibility, I know many can 
produce better quality images than film does.’

What photographers want

The missing link may have been high-grade, digital 
substrates that equal the look and feel of traditional, fibre-
based papers, but this too is in the past. The problem has 
been, as Chau explains, was that while: ‘there are very many 
inkjet papers available and some are really nice... none have 
the qualities we used to get with fibre-based prints created 
in the wet darkroom. Fibre-based paper has a certain 
look and feel that inkjet papers do not have. Professional 
photographers want that look and feel and they want a 
paper that is able to show detail in the darkest regions of 
their images.’ 

It is the combination of Chau’s hands-on expertise and the 
creative and technical excellence of manufacturer, Innova 
Art, which has produced the papers, FibaPrint Gloss and 
Chau’s own-brand version, Da Vinci Fibre Print paper. As the 
Amateur Photographers product test clearly shows, their 
introduction means that, at last, photographers have what 
they want. 

Above all, the digital alternative to the traditional fibre-
based papers has to replicate the finish of an unglazed 
fibre-gloss surface and be fast drying, argues Chau. To 
achieve this, he explained to Damien Demolder, Amateur 
Photographer’s Technical Editor, required a careful balancing 
of the composition of the paper, its surface texture, tone, 
weight and pH. The coating has to optimise the qualities 
of the latest pigment inks, balancing depth and details 
in the blacks, smooth tonal gradients and also soft pastel 

colour ranges with high visual sharpness. ‘The paper’s D-
Max (maximum density) is crucial as it expresses the depth 
that can be created. Agfa’s MultiContrast Fibre Classic had a 
D-Max of 2.3. Da Vinci Fibre Gloss has a D-Max of 2.7,’ Chau 
adds.

Is the paper the quantum leap that Chau claims? The jury of 
the Technical Image Press Association (TIPA) certainly thinks 
so. Representing 31 magazines and 8 million readers in the 
photo and imaging sector across 12 European countries, 
it presented Innova Art’s FibaPrint Gloss with the Best 
Independent Inkjet Paper Award in 2006.

Yes, says Demolder, who gives the paper a ringing 
endorsement following his own test. ‘I have never been so 
satisfied with the way my final images look and feel, nor 
how well the care and effort I put in is reflected in what 
appears on the paper,’ he says. ‘This paper works behind the 
image to project its contents and spell out every shifting 
shade and hue. You’ll need some good pictures and you’ll 
need to know how to process them to get the most out of 
them, but there’s no better place for your best images to 
end up.’

London-based Danny Chau is one of the city’s most 
prestigious and enduring black and white printers. For 
over 20 years he has worked closely with high profile 
photographers within Europe, establishing himself 
as both a printer and an artist. A former professional 
photographer, his hobby took on new found importance 
when he discovered digital in its infancy some 10 years ago 
and he began to experiment with flatbed scanning and 
experimenting with the early forms of retouching to his 
own work. Today, he is the leading specialist in digital fine 
art colour printing, and with ever changing technologies, he 
is well adapted to the coming changes and well equipped for 
the next big steps. 

www.innovaart.com www.chaudigital.com



TIPA AWARD WINNERS 2006

WHAT IS A DIGITAL FIBRE 
PAPER?

Innova’s FibaPrint Gloss, widely acclaimed as the 
digital successor to traditional, fibre-based photographic 
papers, uses the advanced technology of a titandioxid-
based coating. But would a barite coating be a better 
option? No, argues Mark Messina, Sales Director of Innova 
Art.

When barite photographic paper was invented in 1866, it 
quickly became established as the substrate of choice for 
all forward-thinking photographers. A coating of barite or 
bariumsulfate created a bright, white paper with a perfectly 
smooth, shiny surface. As the base for a light sensitive, 
silver gelatin layer, the paper became the benchmark for 
modern photographic printing. 

So a digital photo paper that uses a barite base is sure 
to be a superior product, right? Wrong. In the past 25 
years, digital technology has transformed the world 
of photography. With this, a raft of new products has 
been launched to ensure that today’s digital prints bear 
comparison with the greatest photographic images of the 
past 150 years.

Layered to perfection 

Today’s most advanced digital photographic papers use 
titandioxid in place of barite to achieve a perfectly flat, 
regular ink-receptive surface. Titandioxid has the optimum 
cover strength of all white pigments, providing outstanding 
levels of contrast. With or without optical brighteners, 
titandioxid-coated papers can offer a natural, warm white 
tone or a blueish, harder white. Combined with an acid-
free paper, titandioxid will create images that endure for 
decades. 

Innova Art’s FibaPrint Gloss digital photo paper has a 
titandioxid coating. It also has a range of other features 
that both enhance the quality of the printed image 
and ensure its longevity. For example, FibaPrint Gloss 
has a crystal structuring layer that ensures the regular 
distribution of nanoparticles in the image-forming layer. 
The result is a consistently smooth surface with no cracks.

A regular layer of ink particles without cracks or distortion 
provides a greater degree of colour density and light 
reflecting properties. Remember, tests have shown that 
FibaPrint Gloss has a D-Max (maximum density) of 2.7 
compared to a D-Max for Agfa’s MultiContrast Fibre Classic 
of 2.3. 

A photographer who seeks out the special qualities of a 
barite paper, its dense blacks and proven lightfastness, 
should stick to traditional processes and traditional 
products. But a photographer who wants to enjoy the 
advantages of 21st-century digital technology should enjoy 
all the benefits of the latest innovations. Better that than 
an unhappy compromise of old and new.

Innova Art have triumphed with the success of their new 
FibaPrint Gloss inkjet paper by being awarded the “Best 
Independent Inkjet Paper” in the Technical Image Press 
Association Awards 2006, the ‘Oscars’ of the photographic 
industry.
Founded in 1991, TIPA has become the largest family of 
independent European photo & imaging magazines created 
by the most expert editors. Today, TIPA is 31 magazines 
strong and represents a readership of approximately 8 
million amateurs, professionals and people in the trade 
spread throughout 12 European countries.
Every year, TIPA editors vote for the best photo & imaging 
products introduced in Europe during the previous 12 
months. TIPA editors take into account innovation, the 
use of leading-edge technology, design and ergonomics 
of the products and, naturally, their ease of use and 
price / performance ratio. TIPA editors judge on quality, 
performance and value criteria that are very important to 
the end user.

DOUG MENUEZ at Photokina

‘I’m blown away by the quality of the 
FibaPrintTM Gloss. I got chills- like I was 
making prints in the darkroom for the first 
time. Bravo!’

Douglas Menuez began his career shooting first for the 
Washington Post, and then Time, Newsweek, Life, People 
and Fortune Magazine and many other publications 
worldwide over the past twenty years. He’s covered 
major news stories including the famine in Ethiopia, the 
destruction of the Amazon, the AIDS crisis, drug wars, 
presidential campaigns, the Olympics, five SuperBowls and 
the World Series. He’s done portraits of key figures ranging 
from Mother Teresa and Robert Redford, to President 
Clinton and Bill Gates and was selected to shoot on nine of 
the “Day in the Life” books, including the recent “A Day in 
the Life of Africa” for which he shot the cover. 
Through the 1980s and ‘90s, Menuez documented the rise 
of Silicon Valley with unprecedented access to almost every 
major technology company, covering digital pioneers and 
key players behind the scenes such as Steve Jobs, Andy 
Grove, John Warnock, Bill Joy and John Doerr. 
Menuez’ advertising campaigns for global brands include 
Chevrolet, Siemens, Hewlett Packard, Northwest Airlines, 
Coca Cola, Nokia, and Microsoft.
Menuez has recently published his new book “Heaven, 
Earth, Tequila: Un Viaje al Corazón de México”. He uses the 
FibaPrint range with the latest Epson printers.

www.tipa.com

www.menuez.com



INNOVA
Smooth Acid Free Base “High White”
FibaPrint White Matte has been modelled on the traditional fibre-based material used
in conventional photography. Its ultra-smooth surface and brilliant white colour
make it the perfect digital FibaPrint alternative. Designed for high quality fine art & 
photographic reproduction print applications with inkjet (giclée) technology. FibaPrint 
White Matte has a very large colour gamut.

FibaPrintTM White Matte 280 gsm

FibaPrintTM Range

• Innova Art Ltd • www.innovaart.com • e-mail: info@innovaart.com (UK) 
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Smooth Acid Free Base “High White”
FibaPrint White Gloss has been modelled on the traditional fibre-based material used
in conventional photography. The special Micro porous gloss coating has been designed 
specifically for photographic reproduction and high quality fine art print applications 
with inkjet (giclée) technology. The acid inhibiting crystal layer technology makes it 
the perfect digital FibaPrint alternative. FibaPrint White Gloss has a very large colour 
gamut and D-max rating of 2.7.

FibaPrintTM White Gloss 300 gsm

Smooth Acid Free Base “Warm Tone”
FibaPrint Warm Tone Gloss has been modelled on the traditional fibre-based material 
used in conventional photography, and designed to emulate a warm tone base colour 
of traditional papers. It is OBA free and museum quality standard. The special Micro 
porous gloss coating has been designed specifically for photographic reproduction 
and high quality fine art print applications with inkjet (giclée) technology. The acid 
inhibiting crystal layer technology makes it the perfect digital FibaPrint alternative. 
FibaPrint Warm Tone Gloss has a very large colour gamut and D-max rating.

FibaPrintTM Warm Tone Gloss 300 gsm

Smooth Acid Free Base “High White”
FibaPrint White Semi-Matte has been modelled on the traditional fibre-based material 
used in conventional photography, and designed to emulate a semi-matte finish of 
traditional papers. The special Micro porous semi-matte coating has been designed 
specifically for photographic reproduction and high quality fine art print applications 
with inkjet (giclée) technology. The acid inhibiting crystal layer technology makes it 
the perfect digital FibaPrint alternative. FibaPrint White Semi-Matte has a very large 
colour gamut and D-max rating.

FibaPrintTM White Semi Matte 300 gsm

APPLICATIONS 
• Digital Fibre prints - black &
   white and colour
• Fine art & Photographic   
   reproduction
• Photo restoration
• Original image reproductions  
• Photo albums and graphic   
   display

SPECIFICATIONS 
• White or Warm tone
• Ultra-smooth glossy, semi-    
   matte or matte surface
• Acid and lignin free, fully        
   archival  
• Very large colour gamut
• Compatible with dye and   
   pigmented inkjet systems  
• Available in rolls and cut  
   sheets
• Furnish: Smooth, ECF   
   Bleached Chemically treated    
   woodpulp

AVAILABILITY
15m Rolls:
• 1524mm  / 60” 
• 1118mm  / 44”
• 914mm  / 36”
• 610mm  / 24”
• 432mm  / 17”    

Sheets:
• A2 / 17 x 22”
• A3+ / 13 x 19”
• A3 / 11 x 17”
• A4 / 8.5 x 11”

PRINTING PROFILES
FibaPrint Gloss uses the Photo
Black ink (PK). Download generic icc 
profiles from our website.

NEW!

NEW!

TIPA AWARD WINNER 2006


